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Outline

Why are we doing this?
Large-scale and local aspects all important for the 
monsoon.
Met Office assessment exercises.
Decadal variability (of teleconnections).
Towards process-based metrics?
Winter monsoon/AustM



What might diagnostics/metrics be 
measuring?

Understanding observations (the processes 
themselves in addition to what the monsoon and its 
variability looks like) [I don’t think this is the focus here]
Model performance relative to observations
Model comparison (ultimately, can particular models 
be trusted more than others; weighting of 
forecasts/future projections)
Incremental improvements in individual models [this 
aspect is important: often model development 
proceeds, for various reasons, without paying attention 
to deterioration of the monsoon, blocking, whatever]
Are they suitable for use in climate change 
comparisons?



Monsoon climate in HiGEM

Large-scale flow looks quite reasonable yet complete 
absence of rainfall over India, as in HadGEM1

 Need to assess both large and local scales.



Relevance of circulation diagnostics

Excellent agreement on 
intraseasonal timescales 
between Wang & Fan (1999) 
meridional shear index and 
all-India rainfall activity in 
2010. ?



Met Office use of metrics in model 
development

Suite of metrics used to test incremental versions of 
models through the development cycle.
Models assessed on range of mean, variability and 
teleconnection metrics against range of observations.



MORPH3 assessment

http://ncas-
climate.nerc.ac.uk/pmwiki/monsoon_wg/index.php/Mai
n/FinalMORPH3AssessmentResults-March2010
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Some dangers

Danger of obscuring detail through cancellation of 
positive and negative biases  pattern correlation, 
RMSE etc are useful.
Should avoid metric overlap.
IAV/ISV may itself depend on mean state and thus be 
“correct” for the supplied mean state [may be 
discounting a given model twice for the same reason].



Decadal variability in teleconnections

Sampling: what integration length is enough?  Large 
natural/internal variability in ENSO, monsoon-ENSO 
teleconnection.



Decadal variability in teleconnections

Turner et al. (2007).  Wittenberg et al. (2009)



Wittenberg (2009)



Process based metrics?

Example: Goswami/Xavier deltaTT index.  Gives 
information about thermal temperature gradient vs. 
high data volumes required for calculation.



Winter monsoon consideration

Wang & Fan indices, Sri Lankan flooding 2011: event 
likely on too local a scale to be covered by a 
circulation index.



Strategies for diagnostic selection (CLIVAR 
MJOWG)

Showing the important and essential features of BSISV and its 
dynamics but simple enough to understand/calculate.
Defined to show eastward propagation in the summer/winter equatorial 
Pacific; northward propagation in summer.
Observation comparison based on satellite or reanalysis data, using >1 
data source (discrepancies between models themselves or models and 
observation are larger than between observed data however).
Supplementary diagnostics, e.g., of the mean state, or to show 
multiscale interactions.
Two-level diagnostics.



A level-1 and level-2 approach?

As in the CLIVAR MJOWG.
Ease of use is emphasized, as simple and uniform as possible 
for various regions.
Only once level-1 metrics have been confirmed in models should 
analysis of level-2 metrics begin (more comprehensive/rigorous, 
perhaps multi-variate, more process-based etc).



Caution on the use of metrics

Good performance at one aspect of the monsoon doesn’t 
necessarily translate to another, e.g., models with the 
most physically realistic BSISV don’t necessarily score 
best in simple metrics, e.g., pattern correlation with 
observations (Sperber & Annamalai, 2008).
Real danger of unwarranted importance to given metric 
being attached without awareness of limitations (Gleckler 
et al., 2008): --> advise against misuse of metric/issue 
caveats.



Missing elements

EASM: evolution of WNP AC / advancement of Baiu-
Meiyu-Changma.
We are addressing seasonal predictability but what of 
ISV- performance at coordinated hindcasts?  Also ISV-
IAV relations (but I don’t think we understand those 
enough to make judgements of models).
Variation of ENSO type.  Use of TNI (e.g., Krishna 
Kumar et al., 2005).
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